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Who, you might wonder, are those 
guys standing around with the 

great Mike Hopkins (at far left) in this 
photo from Northwestern’s 2013 Com-
mencement?  In addition to Presi-

dent Schapiro 
and Board  of 
Trustees Chair-
man William 
Osborne, are 
Mike’s fellow 
honorary de-
gree recipients: 
novelist E. L. 
Doctorow and 
communications 
scholar Elihu 
Katz.  Also a 
dancer named 
Baryshnikov, 
said to be the 
Mike Hopkins of 
ballet.  We were 

delighted to be able to honor Mike, who 
is very much one of our own: he holds 
both undergraduate and graduate degrees 
from the Northwestern Math Depart-
ment, having received a bachelor’s de-
gree in 1979 and then a Ph.D. under the 
supervision of Mark Mahowald in 1984 
(he got an Oxford D.Phil. in that year as 
well, as a Rhodes Scholar).  Mike, now 
a professor at Harvard, was honored for 
his profound contributions to algebraic 
topology.  It was great to have him back 
and to celebrate his many achievements.

As this newsletter goes to press, I also 
have some late-breaking news to add: 

Mike Hopkins 
will return to 
campus again next 
year as the winner 
of the 2010 
Frederic Esser 
Nemmers Prize 
in Mathematics. 
This $200,000 
prize, administered by Northwestern, is 
among the largest prizes in the US for 
achievement in mathematics.

Thirty years on from Mike Hopkins’s 
Ph.D., I’m pleased to say that the 
mathematical atmosphere in Lunt Hall 
remains as vibrant as ever.  This is in 
part due to the recent improvements to 
our Common Room, which we enlarged 
by combining it with an adjacent 
office.  The Common Room is the hub 
of our mathematical lives, and the 
expansion has been wildly successful.  
The resulting space is much more 
comfortable at peak hours, like tea-time, 
and is used practically 24 hours a day for 
mathematical discussion.  The project was 
largely funded by departmental gifts, and 
I would like to express our deep gratitude 
to all the Math Department donors whose 
generosity made this possible (our next 
priority is an expansion of the building, 
as we have had to relocate a number of 
faculty and students to remote Locy Hall; 
if anyone out there has the means to fund 
a Lunt annex, please feel free to call).

New arrivals in the department for fall 
2014 will include two new full professors, 
Laura DeMarco and Mihnea Popa.  

Northwestern Commencement 2013. From left: 
Mike Hopkins,  E.L. Doctorow, Morton Schapiro, 
Mikhail Baryshnikov, Elihu Katz, William Osborne. 
Photo by Jim Prisching
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Dmitry Tamarkin has been promoted to Full Professor.
Kate Juschenko has been awarded the prestigious AMS 
Centennial Fellowship for the 2014-2015 academic year.
Richard Moy won an Outstanding Graduate Student 
Teaching Award in the Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences 
for the academic year 2013-2014.
Congratulations to Northwestern University’s Putnam team 
(Ed Kim, Zeyu Wang, and Siyuan Cai), which ranked 
eleventh in the 2013 Putnam Mathematical Competition. 
Siyuan Cai received an Individual Honorable Mention.
PhD students Boris Hanin and Jesse Wolfson have 
received postdoctoral NSF fellowships. Boris will be at MIT 
for the next three years and Jesse will be at the University of 
Chicago next year followed by a three year post at the University 
of Copenhagen.
Ursula Porod has been promoted to Senior Lecturer.
Steve Zelditch has won the 2013 Stefan Bergman Prize. 
The prize is given annually by the Stefan Bergman Trust for 
work in Bergman’s areas of research.
Nir Avni and Aaron Naber have been named 2014 
Sloan Research Fellows.
Aaron Naber has been invited to give an address at the 

2014 International Congress of Mathematicians in Seoul.

PhD student Jesse Wolfson helped a New York dance 
troupe incorporate fractals into its choreography. The product 
of their collaboration - Moses(es) - was performed at the Dance 
Center at Columbia College. 

Einstein Institute of Mathematics at Hebrew University invited 
Steve Zelditch to deliver the annual Zabrodsky Lecture 
Series in Topology and Geometry.

Laura DeMarco discussed Numerical patterns and chaos. 
Open to the public.
Paul Goerss received a Faculty Award for Diversity 
from The Graduate School. This award recognizes a faculty 
member who demonstrates significant efforts to promote 
classroom diversity, foster interaction between faculty and 
underrepresented populations, and enhance diversity programs 
on campus.
Math Putnam team students, Ed Kim, Zeyu Wang and 
Siyuan Cai, won first place in the 2013 ACM ICPC Mid-
Central USA Programming Contest. The Wildcats were one of 
about 80 teams worldwide to compete in the 2014 ACM-ICPC 
World Finals at Ural Federal University Ekaterinburg, Russia.
Bryna Kra has been elected to serve on the 2014 Executive 

Department News
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Committee for the Association for Women in Mathematics 
(AWM).
This year’s Mark and Joanna Pinsky Lecture was delivered by 
Akshay Venkatesh on Topology of arithmetic manifolds. 
Staff member Niki Koumoutsos was awarded a Service 
Excellence Commendation by Northwestern University.
Frank Calegari and Paul Goerss have been named 
to AMS 2014 class of fellows.
John Alongi and Ursula Porod have been named to 
Associated Student Government 2012-13 Honor Roll for their 
excellence in teaching.
Bryna Kra was named to the Sarah Rebecca Roland 
Professorship, an endowed professorship. 
How random can random be? Bryna Kra explored this 
question at The Fall Arnold Ross Lectures, hosted by the 
Museum of Science & Industry.
The Yamabe Lectures this fall were given by Fernando 
Codá Marques.
The Bellow Lectures were given by Artur Avila this year.
This past spring, Kevin Costello gave an AMS invited 
address at Iowa State University.

A special session of the 24th Fall meeting of the Semi-annual 
Workshop on Dynamical Systems and Related Topics at Penn 
State University was dedicated to the 70th birthday of John 
Franks. 
Mark Mahowald, Professor Emeritus of the Department 
of Mathematics, Northwestern University, died on Saturday 
July 20, 2013. Most noted for his detailed and incomparable 
knowledge of the homotopy groups of spheres, Professor 
Mahowald joined the faculty at Northwestern in 1963, had 27 
PhD students, at least 50 coauthors, and was mentor to a long 
list of younger research mathematicians, many of whom now 
hold important faculty positions around the world.
Bryna Kra  published a commentary entitled “Mathematics: 
1,000 Years Old, and Still Hot” in the Chronicle of Higher 
Education.

Antonio “Tuca” Auffinger

Tuca, got his Ph.D. from Courant 
Institute in 2011.  He was a L.E. 
Dickson Instructor from 2011-2014 
at the University of Chicago.  His 
research interests are probability 
theory, spin glass systems, random 
matrices and growth models.  He is 

more than happy to join the Math Department!

Laura DeMarco

Laura DeMarco received her PhD 
from Harvard in 2002, specializing 
in complex dynamical systems 
and its connections to complex 
analysis, potential theory, and 
arithmetic geometry.  She came to 
Chicago fall 2002 to start a Dickson 
Instructorship at the University of 

Chicago.  In 2007, she moved to University of Illinois 
at Chicago as an Assistant Professor, soon promoted 
Associate and then to Full Professor.  During academic 
year 2014, DeMarco, has been the Kreeger Wolf Visiting 

Professor at Northwestern University.  At U of Chicago, 
she held a NSF Postdoctoral Fellowship, received a Sloan 
Fellowship and the NSF Career Award while at UIC. 

Mihnea Popa

Mihnea Popa studied 
Mathematics at the University 
of Bucharest in Romania, before 
coming to the US for his doctoral 
studies. He received his Ph.D. 
from University of Michigan 
in 2001. He was a Benjamin 

Peirce Assistant Professor at Harvard University (2001-
2005), and an Assistant Professor at University of 
Chicago (2005-2007). He has been on the faculty at the 
University of Illinois at Chicago since 2007, where he 
became a Professor in 2011. Popa was the recipient of 
Clay Liftoff Fellowship, a Sloan Fellowship, and an 
AMS Centennial Fellowship. He works in Algebraic 
Geometry, more precisely on the interactions between 
cohomological methods in birational geometry, derived 
categories, and Hodge theory. 

Incoming Faculty
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Undergraduate News

2013/2014 
Undergraduate Prize 

Winners in Mathematics

Outstanding Achievement in Mathematics 
by a Graduating Senior 

Layne David Kirshon • John Devine Klein

Outstanding Achievement in Mathematics  
by a Junior 

Andrew Jeehyun Ahn • Xiaowen Chen  
Paul Joseph Frigge • Xuchen Han  

David (Daeyoung) Lee • Alexander You

Honorable Mention for Achievement in 
Mathematics by a Junior

Tianchi Gao • Jasmine Tara Powell  
Abraham Joseph Schulte • Zeyu Wang

Outstanding Achievement in Mathematics  
by a Sophomore 

Joseph Breen • Andy Zhou

Honorable Mention for Achievement in 
Mathematics  

by a Sophomore
Michel G Alexis • Nathan Paul Yeazel

Excellence in Mathematics by a Freshman
Andrew (Morgan) Carlton • Kimberly Clinch 
Jonathan Corin • Xiaotong Deng • Araminta 
Gwynne • Gavriel Hirsch • Jerry (Jiaming) Li 

Haokun Ma • Alexander Martin  
Maxwell Rong • Max Jacob Silberman  

Yunping Wang • Yue Zeng

Outstanding Achievement in Mathematics  
by a High School Student in 300-level Math 

Classes
Fiona Brady • Dylan Cable

Outstanding Contributions to  
Undergraduate Mathematical Life

Paul Joseph Frigge  

Outsstanding Achievement on the  
William Lowell Putnam Examination

Siyuan Cai • Zeyu Wang

High Achievement on the  
William Lowell Putnam Examination 

Edward Kim • Chuyue Yang

Certificate of Recognition for Service as an 
Undergraduate Teaching Assistant 

Siyuan Cai • Daniel Nissani • Kevin Schwarz
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Mike Stein, Director of Undergraduate Studies

This past year has seen another increase in the number 
of math majors, a large increase in the number of math 

graduates, and several curricular innovations.
As I write, there are 261 declared math majors/minors, a 

small increase over last year.  The number of math majors/
minors graduating next week will be an all-time record of 100.  
Some are headed to graduate school (math, econ, finance, etc), 
some to jobs as actuaries, and some to secondary education.  
Other post-graduation plans include supply chain management, 
consulting, investment banking, music (orchestra player).  At 
least one of our graduates will be working in Denmark and 
another in Italy.

Majors, minors, and math faculty gathered together a few 
weeks ago for our undergraduate award ceremony which 
featured a fascinating lecture on “Four tales of impossibility” 
by Professor Dave Richeson of Dickinson College.  Pictures 
of the lecture and the majors’ dinner are online at http://www.
math.northwestern.edu/undergraduate/UGAwardDinner2014.
html.

Our underclass students are hardly slouches, either.  It 
appears that a record-setting 6 juniors are planning to write 
honors theses next years.  And 9 students will be in research 
programs over the summer.

Our Putnam team (Ed Kim, Zeyu Wang, and Siyuan Cai), 
ranked eleventh (out of 430 teams!) in the 2013 Putnam 
Competition.  Siyuan Cai, who ranked 45th of the 4,113 
individuals who took the test, received an Individual Honorable 
Mention.  The team won first place in the 2013 ACM ICPC 
Mid-Central USA Programming Contest and will compete 
in the World Finals at Ural Federal University Ekaterinburg, 
Russia this summer.

On the curricular front, we taught for the first time an 
honors (MENU)-level version of our probability and stochastic 
processes course.  We also began teaching, at the request of 
the economics department, a one-quarter probability/statistics 
course aimed at preparing students for 300-level econometrics.   
Enrollment in this course has exploded to almost 70 for the 
fall.

More curricular change is in the works.  John Alongi is 
spearheading a thorough review of our undergraduate offerings 
in differential equations.  Our aim is to embed the entry-
level ordinary differential equations course (250) into a more 
comprehensive framework encompassing partial differential 
equations (351) and  qualitative differential equations (353).  
With Laura DeMarco joining our dynamics group, we hope 
that the connections between our dynamics and differential 
equations curricula will be enhanced.

Undergraduate News

The Passion in the  
Math Department  
Is Contagious!
Layne Kirshon, graduating senior 2014

I entered Northwestern with 
zero intention of ever taking a math 
class.  I was mostly interested in the 
humanities, and didn’t even take 
a 300 level math course until my 
senior year.  I meandered my way 
into the department by jumping up 
the technical foodchain one step at 
a time: at first I was really interested 

in political science, and took a graduate political economy 
seminar that I found really interesting.  However, I noticed 
that a substantial number of papers we read were written by 
economists, and that drew me to take some econ courses.  I 
fell in the love with the discipline almost immediately (I plan 
on getting a PhD in it); however, much like I realized I needed 
economics to appreciate political science, I realized I needed 
math even more to appreciate economics!  So starting with 
multivariable calculus in my junior year, I began taking math 
classes, treating it really as an instrument for econ.  But as I 
started taking more courses and being exposed to ever more 

The Undergraduate Program 2013-2014

Being a MENU student:  
One of the Best Decisions  
I’ve Ever Made
Daniel Nissani, graduating senior 2014

I remember walking into the office 
of Dr. John Alongi, the director of 
MENU, during Wildcat Welcome. 
The MENU program was notorious 
for its difficulty and Dr. Alongi, who 
at the time seemed quite intimidating, 
took seriously his duty of warning 
this freshman of what he was getting 
himself into. I stopped him before he 
could convince me otherwise, and 

said, “I know I want to do this program.” I never regretted that 
decision.

I could go on about the mathematical benefits of the MENU 
program. Its rigorous approach to mathematics has not only 
influenced my thinking in other fields, but has also influenced 
my ability to teach mathematics -- precisely what I will be doing 
next on my journey. But the real benefit of the MENU program 
has been the relationships I’ve formed and the mentoring I’ve 
received. Dr. Alongi taught me in 6 different courses and has 
been supportive and encouraging throughout my undergraduate 

continued on back page continued on back page
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Photo Gallery
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The bifurcation locus of one critical point for the family of rational 
functions f_t(z) = -2 z / (z^2 + t z + 1), with t in \mathbb{C}.  (This 
family is characterized by the condition that, up to conformal 
conjugacy, it includes all maps with a fixed point with derivative -2.) 

-Laura DeMarco

Message from the Chair
continued from front page
Laura DeMarco, previously a professor at UIC, is a specialist 
in complex dynamics, and visited the department in 2013-14 
before officially starting her appointment. One of the year’s 
highlights was the public lecture that Laura gave on her work 
in February, illustrated with some remarkable and compelling 
graphics such as the “eye” you see on this page.   Mihnea Popa 
is an algebraic geometer; this is a field we have been very 
eager to grow, and Mihnea will be a great complement to our 
very energetic existing group in Kähler geometry.  We are also 
excited to welcome a new Assistant Professor, Antonio “Tuca” 
Auffinger from University of Chicago.  Tuca is a probabilist, 
an expert in random matrices, growth models and spin glass 
systems.

Our faculty and students have continued a remarkable run 
of honors and awards.  Steve Zelditch was awarded the 2013 
Stefan Bergman Prize. This prize, shared with Xiaojun Huang 
of Rutgers, recognizes Steve’s work on the Bergman kernel 
and its applications; as the prize citation explains, “From 
his semi-classical viewpoint and with his strikingly original 
vision, he has found deep and diverse relations between the 
Bergman kernel and many other areas, including complex 
geometry, probability, and mathematical physics.”

I am also delighted to announce that Kate Juschenko won 
the AMS Centennial Fellowship for 2014.  This fellowship, 
typically awarded to one recipient annually, will fund a year 
of leave in 2014-15.  Kate will be one of four NU faculty to 
have held this prestigious fellowship, along with Bryna Kra, 
Xinwen Zhu, and Mihnea Popa.

The most prestigious speaking invitation in the world of 
mathematics is an address at the quadrennial International 
Congress.  It’s a pleasure to report that our colleague Aaron 
Naber has been selected to speak in the geometry section at 
this summer’s congress in Seoul.  Aaron had an especially 
good year, as he was also named a Sloan Research Fellow.  He 
was one of two new Sloan Fellows in the department, with Nir 

Avni also receiving this honor; the Sloan fellowships recognize 
“early-career scientists and scholars of outstanding promise.”

This year marked the election of two more of our colleagues, 
Frank Calegari and Paul Goerss, as Fellows of the AMS.  Bryna 
Kra was also honored by the AMS as the Fall 2013 Arnold 
Ross Lecturer; her lecture, Patterns and Disorder:  How 
Random Can Random Be? attracted a vast crowd of  bright and 
enthusiastic high school students at the Museum of Science 
and Industry.  Bryna was honored by Northwestern, too: we 
celebrated her investiture as Sarah Rebecca Roland Professor 
of Mathematics.

Finally, two of our graduating Ph.D. students won NSF 
Postdoctoral Fellowships this year: Boris Hanin will be at 
MIT for the next three years and Jesse Wolfson will be at the 
University of Chicago next year followed by a three year post 
at the University of Copenhagen.  And at the undergraduate 
level, our Putnam team turned in a terrific performance—see 
Mike Stein’s article on page 5 for details. 

We had another wonderful batch of named lecture series 
running this year. In the biannual Yamabe Lectures, Fernando 
Codá Marques lectured on his recent solution of the Willmore 
Conjecture, jointly with André Neves.  This year’s Mark and 
Joanna Pinsky lecturer was Akshay Venkatesh, who spoke on 
Topology and arithmetic manifolds.  And our second annual 
Alexandra Bellow lecturer was Artur Avila, who spoke on 
three different topics in dynamics systems.

I must close with some deeply sad news.  Professor Emeritus 
Mark Mahowald died on Saturday July 20, 2013.  Mark was 
a towering figure in the field of homotopy theory, and the 
department, the university, and the world of mathematics all 
feel his loss.  Mark joined the faculty at Northwestern in 1963, 
had 27 PhD students, at least 50 coauthors, and was mentor to 
a long list of younger research mathematicians, many of whom 
now hold important faculty positions around the world.  We 
miss him. 
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Graduate News

Eric Zaslow,  Director of Graduate Studies

This year sees a class of seven students graduating 
from the department:  

Boris Hanin, Eric Potash, Irina Bobkova, Zhenghe 
Zhang, Takuo Matsuoka, Marc Hoyois and Jesse 
Wolfson.  We thank them for their contributions to 
mathematics and to department life.  This talented group 
of graduates includes two NSF postdoc winners:  Boris 
Hanin will begin a postdoc at MIT in the fall, working 
with Alice Guionnet; and Jesse Wolfson will be a postdoc 
next year at the University of Chicago.  Marc Hoyois won 
the Best Thesis Award for his dissertation, “A Quadratic 
Refinement of the Grothendieck–Lefschetz Trace 
Formula.”  In other news, Richard Moy won the Graduate 
Student Teaching Award from WCAS.  Our Gelfand 
Award winner this year was Joel Specter, who was cited 
for his work in organizing the Graduate Student Seminar, 
volunteering with NUMS, organizing meetings among 
the number theorist students, and generally for his many 
helpful discussions with fellow students. Philip Egger and 
Ben Knudsen won department teaching assistant awards.

Around the department, the students enjoyed the 
lively Graduate Student Seminar mentioned above, as 
well as happy hours, organized by Chris Elliott, and the 
occasional wine and cheese, organized by Boris Hanin.  
Boris has mentored Ben Knudsen, who will fill his shoes 
next year.  Speaking of the future, we look forward to 
welcoming an eclectic group of incoming students next 
fall, including our own Corinna Wendisch, who has been 
a visitor this year.

Graduate Student News
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ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT

Math Department (MD):  Are you allowed to talk 
about the secret project you researched? Or at least 
a hint?
Joan Caviness (JC):  Two talented men owned, managed 
and did the main research for the company. Both were cleared 
Top Secret, I had Secret clearance. When I was first hired to 
learn programming, I began by proofing the code, and soon 
after did actual coding. I did not do any research. A few of 
the secret projects I was involved in were the Redeye Missile, 
plotting a trip to the moon, and doing war games against the 
Soviet Union. I went to the Aberdeen Proving Grounds and 
to Wright Paterson Air Base to use their big computers to run 
our programs. On the Bendix 615 in our company’s office 
code had to be overlaid on itself to run such huge programs. I 
believe these projects are no longer classified.  

MD: What was the first or one of the earliest/
memorable computer programs you created?

JC: A project assigned to only me was to program (for our 
Bendix 615 Computer) all the calculations done by engineers 
with their slide rulers for the predecessor of the Otis Elevator 
Company. This was to be done within a month. I accomplished 
this, but it required intense work. The project was to convince 
Otis to buy a Bendix computer.  Another project was allocating 
the network of trains shipping products for the Cargill 
Company around the country, and to determine their mix of 
grains, depending on cost and availability.

MD: How did you decide to do a MS in mathematics? 
Did you have encouragement or mentors? What, if 
any, have been the obstacles?
JC: I have always liked math and did well at it. At Wellesley 
College, I had 2 majors: economics and mathematics. After 
graduating, I taught 7th and 8th grade math. That convinced 
me to prepare for a different job in the field of math. I applied 
at NU, was accepted, and awarded a teaching assistantship. 

Joan Caviness earned a 
MS degree in mathematics 
from Northwestern 
University in 1958. After 
graduating, she was the 
first woman hired at 
an operations research 
company to work on their 
confidential research. 
She had secret clearance 
and learned how to 
program computers in, 
as she explains, machine 
language. Later, Joan 
and her family moved 
to California, where she 

worked for Levi Strauss & Co as a senior analyst and computer 
programmer (programming in Fortran, Cobol, DOS, etc.). She 
ended her formal career at Wells Fargo Bank in 1993. 

Since retirement, Joan has pursued creative arts: acting, 
weaving, print making, jewelry making, sculpting and molding, 
watercolors, fiber sculpture and most recently photography. 
She also golfs, travels abroad annually, and enjoys time with 
her husband, three children and five grandchildren.

Joan was kind enough to let us ask more about her career 
and how mathematics affected her life, both professionally and 
personally.

Joan Caviness,  Class of 1958

“Article from the Christian Science Monitor, July 1961. I was 
working at the Chicago operations research company.”

Interview with

by Niki Koumoutsos, Undergraduate Program Assistant
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Teaching NU students was easy after my previous students. 
I should call my father my mentor. He was first generation 

to the US and from the time I was little always told me to 
study hard so I could get a good job.  In my early job searches, 
I often realized I didn’t want a certain job, or I applied and 
wasn’t hired. I learned to keep searching and trying, and knew 
I would end up finding the right place and being happy and 
successful in it.

MD: How did your math degree prepare you to learn 
programming skills? For that matter, how did it 
prepare you for any job or life skills? 
JC: In math we usually deal with equations, so I was not 
intimidated by them. Math deals with order and logic and also 
teaches one to be creative and to expect solutions. Math is also 
quite beautiful and concise. Math stretches one’s mind. I have 
an innate urge to count and group objects, whether it’s the 
number of people at a concert, or columns in a building. Math 
has helped me in my art work and photography by finding a 
balance in the scene or harmony in the arrangement or colors.

MD: Sounds like you have many interests and 
have been able to explore many options, both 
professionally and personally, any advice for our 
community? 
JC: If projects or fields seem interesting, explore them.  After 

I retired, I took classes in acting, geology, in art, jewelry 
making, welding, weaving, fiber sculpture, watercolors, 
sculpture, drawing, photography, etc. It’s fun to create and do 
different things and gives one appreciation for the method or 
process. 

I’ll add that what I attempt to do isn’t always successful, 
but I’ve learned that if I keep searching or trying, I will find 
some success and satisfaction. The thing is to keep on trying. 
It keeps one alive and eager to learn more.

MD: Did Levi Strauss start casual Fridays; did you 
get to wear jeans to the office? 
JC: I do not remember any casual Fridays or wearing of jeans 
to the office at Levi Strauss, where I worked from 1980 to 
1985. Even at Crocker Bank, later bought by Wells Fargo 
Bank, where I worked from 1985 to early retirement in 1993, 
women had to wear skirts or dresses. No pants allowed. Things 
have sure changed.

MD: Has math influenced your creative pursuits? 
Would you be willing to share any of your work with 
us?
JC: Yes, math has been an influence on me with my work, 
creative pursuits and life in general. And I realize more and 
more that some form of mathematics is at the root of many 
new discoveries and inventions and the world in general.

“A newspaper article from the  
Chicago Daily News, when I was 

chosen Mrs. Illinois of 1965  
and 4th runner-up for Mrs. America.” 

“I love photographing sunsets. They are so colorful and beautiful. On trips, everything 
interests me, from ancient creations to people. Of course I also photograph my family, and 
all the grandkids in their activities.”

“This is my comedy outlet 
in ceramics. The cracking 
is my choice; it is the 
method of heating.”

“For this silver box 
with garnet stones, 

I demonstrated 
that I could cut 

the metal, weld it, 
make a tight fitting 

box, and inset 
stones.”
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Direct a Gift to NU’s  Department of Mathematics
You may direct a gift to Northwestern’s Department of  Mathematics in the “My Designation” box at

http://giving.northwestern.edu/

“I’m pleased to say that the mathematical 
atmosphere in Lunt Hall remains as vibrant 
as ever.  This is in part due to the recent 
improvements to our Common Room, 
which we enlarged by combining it with 
an adjacent office.  The Common Room is 
the hub of our mathematical lives, and the 
expansion has been wildly successful.  The 
resulting space is much more comfortable 
at peak hours, like tea-time, and is used 
practically 24 hours a day for mathematical 
discussion.  The project was largely funded 
by departmental gifts, and I would like to 
express our deep gratitude to all the Math 
Department donors whose generosity 
made this possible”

Jared Wunsch
Math Department Chair

The Common Room in Lunt Hall was recently expanded to support the growth and 
continued vibrancy of the Mathematics Department. The expansion project was 
made possible largely through gifts made to the department.

enthusiastic professors, I became quite passionate about math.  
Soon my schedule was 4 math classes a quarter.  The department 
really stands out among the many in which I’ve taken courses 
in that it really nurtures an interest in and appreciation for 
math for the sake of math.  You can tell this immediately by 
the number of prominent researchers who take out time to 
lecture at NUMS meetings!  Everyone in this department is so 
passionate and it is contagious.  I’m really grateful to have had 
the fantastic professors I have had, and know I will look back 
fondly on my NU math memories. 

The Passion in the Math  
Department is Contagious!
continued from page 5

career. He introduced me to the Gateway Workshops and 
other teaching opportunities over the summer. He made me a 
MENU adviser for three years, allowing me to give back to the 
program by helping subsequent freshmen decide whether the 
program was for them. And he wrote many recommendation 
letters, which have led to research assistantships, teaching 
assistantships, fellowships, and teaching jobs. 

But the MENU program was one of many things I gained 
from the mathematics department. During my 4 years at 
Northwestern, I worked for the mathematics department as 
both a teaching assistant and an office clerk. In both positions, 
I got to interact with the staff, such as Nancy, Cheryl, Greg, 
and Melanie whose constant support and upbeat attitudes 
brightened every day.

As a teaching assistant, I gained yet another mentor, Ellen 
Goldstein. Now at Boston College, Ellen still supports me in 
my goal of becoming a mathematics teacher. She allows me 
to bounce ideas off of her at any time, while also teaching me 
mathematics whenever we talk. I did research with her the 
summer going into my junior year. Martina Bode helped me 
grow as an undergraduate teaching assistant and was a good 
friend during my undergraduate career. 

Last, but definitely not least, much of the above would have 
been impossible if not for Professor Michael Stein. Professor 
Mike (as I dub him), has pushed me in many ways to pursue 
mathematical opportunities. He is the one who found funding 

for my research, told me about the department’s undergraduate 
conference on  mathematical quantization, and nagged me to 
apply for Math for America, a fellowship that I got right at the 
end of finals week.

I am very appreciative of the mathematics department. 
They gave me the mathematical rigor I struggled to find in high 
school, the support to grow as a student, and, perhaps without 
realizing it, a big help in my financial situation. As a working 
class student at an elite university far away from my home in 
New York I struggled with a heavy financial burden. But due 
to the constant job opportunities and encouragement to seek 
them out, I was able to feel very comfortable at Northwestern.

Thank you all so much for a fabulous four years!

MENU
continued from page 5


